HOMEWORK, PLEASE STAY!
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For of my fifteen years of studies, my teachers always asked us to bring out our notebook and copy our homework on the board. I was wondering then why homework was always present every after lesson. We had eight subjects that time, and we are task to do eight assignments everyday. Thus, in the late afternoon or evening, my parents or siblings helped me answered my homework and even did the elaboration for my further understanding of the lesson. This was the cycle of homework in my life during my pre-school, elementary, high school and college years.

Now that I am an educator myself, it came to a realization that homework was not only a follow up on my days’ lesson. It was not only an additional elaboration of the learnings taught, worst not a punishment for my naughtiness but a lesson to reality. Indeed, homework honed me to be what I am today. It made me a better person and a successful individual worthy of emulation.

In my perspective, homework should not be abolished because it is one of the factors in helping mold future leaders of the country.
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